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Notice of Motion 

COURT OF APPEALS 

OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 

 

Jonathan Corbett, 

            Petitioner-Plaintiff 

 

v. 

 

The City of New York, 

Thomas M. Prasso, 

                                Respondent-Defendants 

 

 

 

 

 New York County S. Ct. 

 Index No. 158273/2016        

 

 NOTICE OF MOTION 

 

 

 

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that upon the papers annexed hereto, the 

undersigned will move this Court on the 15th day of May, 2018 at the Court of 

Appeals Hall, 20 Eagle Street, Albany, New York, 11207, for an order pursuant to 

N.Y. C.P.L.R. § 5602 granting Petitioner-Plaintiff Jonathan Corbett leave to appeal 

an order of the Appellate Division, First Department entered on April 3rd, 2018, or 

as soon as the Court may hear this matter thereafter, together with such other and 

further relief as the Court deems just and appropriate.  Opposition papers must be 

filed with the Court and served upon the undersigned in the time and manner 

specified by Rule 500.22 and 500.23 of this Court. 

 

 

Dated: New York, New York   Respectfully submitted, 

  April 30th, 2018              

_________________________ 

Jonathan Corbett 

           Petitioner-Plaintiff, Pro Se 

228 Park Ave. S. #86952 

           
New York, NY 10003 

       
E-mail:jon@professional-troublemaker.com 
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Motion for Leave to Appeal 

COURT OF APPEALS 

OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 

 

Jonathan Corbett, 

            Petitioner-Plaintiff 

 

v. 

 

The City of New York, 

Thomas M. Prasso, 

                                Respondent-Defendants 

 

 

 

 New York County S. Ct. 

 Index No. 158273/2016        

 

 MOTION FOR LEAVE TO 

 APPEAL 

 

 

I. Questions Presented 

1. In light of recent developments in Constitutional law, can New York City 

continue its practice of denying the average, law-abiding citizen the right to 

bear arms? 

2. Was Petitioner-Plaintiff entitled to discovery on his allegation that 

corruption tainted the review of his pistol permit application, thus violating 

his due process rights? 

3. Are the pistol permit application questions challenged by Petitioner-Plaintiff 

“substantially related” to the government’s interest in protecting its citizens 

from gun violence? 

4. Did the court below err by dismissing a FOIL appeal as moot when the 

agency admitted that it only “partially granted” the request? 
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II. Procedural History 

In December 2015, Petitioner-Plaintiff Jonathan Corbett filed an application 

for a pistol permit1 with the New York City Police Department, which processes all 

such applications within the City of New York, requesting permission to carry a 

firearm on his person within the City and State of New York. Record on Appeal 

(hereafter, “ROA”) A056 – A067.  Corbett was subsequently asked to submit more 

documents as well as attend an in-person interview, both of which he did.  ROA 

A005, A006.  In April 2016, his application was denied by the NYPD, citing 1) his 

failure to demonstrate a need greater than the ordinary citizen, and 2) his refusal to 

answer 3 questions on the application form.  ROA A093 – A094.  Corbett filed, 

and the NYPD denied, an administrative appeal in May 2016.  ROA A095 – A098. 

After the denial of his application, Corbett filed a Freedom of Information 

Law request to shed light on how the NYPD processed other pistol permit 

applications.  ROA A100.  That request was denied, and an administrative appeal 

filed by Corbett in June 2016 went unanswered.  ROA A021, A101 – A103. 

Corbett timely filed a hybrid petition/complaint in New York County 

Supreme Court on September 30th, 2016, asking for Article 78 review of the pistol 

permit application denial as well as an order compelling the City to produce 

records or otherwise respond to his FOIL appeal.  ROA A001 – A013.  The City 

moved to dismiss the case in its entirety on January 20th, 2017, and over Corbett’s 

opposition, the lower court granted the motion on February 7th, 2017.  ROA A029 

– A140, A158 – A160. 

                                           

1 The law, and thus this litigation, interchangeably use the word “gun license” and “pistol 

permit.”  Either phrasing refers to state permission to possess and/or carry a firearm. 
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Corbett timely filed a notice of appeal to the First Department of the New 

York Supreme Court, Appellate Division on March 1st, 2017.  ROA A161.  The 

appeal was argued in writing and orally in front of that court, which denied 

Corbett’s appeal on April 3rd, 2017.  P.  

 

III. Jurisdiction 

This Court has jurisdiction over this appeal under N.Y. C.P.L.R. § 

5602(a)(1)(i).  This case began in the Supreme Court and the decision of the 

Appellate Division was a final determination of the action.  Based on the Court’s 

decision dismissing an attempted as-of-right appeal of a similar challenge, 

Petitioner-Plaintiff concludes that the Appellate Division’s order is not appealable 

as-of-right.  Kachalsky v. Cacace, 14 N.Y.3d 743 (2010) (but see dissent at 743, 

744). 

This motion for leave to appeal is being made within 30 days of the date of 

the order challenged and is therefore timely pursuant to N.Y. C.P.L.R. § 5513. 

 

IV. Statement of the Case 

New York City is one of the few remaining jurisdictions in this state to read 

the “proper cause” requirement of New York’s gun licensing statutes, N.Y. Pen. 

Law § 400.00(2), to require that an individual demonstrate a “need” to carry a 

handgun that is greater than that of the average citizen. At present, the New York 

Police Department’s (“NYPD”) licensing division is given nearly absolute 

discretion over which citizens have so demonstrated, resulting in rampant 

--- Judgment of Lower Court, p. 18.
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corruption within the division and a system where the rich and connected may 

exercise their constitutional right to bear arms while the remainder of the citizenry 

remains disarmed and disenfranchised. 

Corbett is an upstanding U.S. citizen who has never committed a crime, has 

passed the NYPD’s background check, has been licensed to carry firearms in other 

states for nearly a decade, and has responsibly exercised his rights under those 

licenses for that time. Notwithstanding, Corbett’s gun license application was 

declined because he failed to demonstrate “proper cause” and refused to answer 

three questions on the NYPD application that are irrelevant to whether or not he is 

qualified to possess a handgun. Weeks later, the same NYPD official who denied 

Corbett’s license was transferred out of the licensing division, and at least four of 

his subordinates arrested, for handing out gun licenses to street mobsters in 

exchange for cash. This, of course, is not the first such incident of corruption in the 

licensing division; indeed, such corruption has been regularly exposed over the last 

100 years. 

 

A. A Ban for Ordinary Citizens Is Epitome a “Near-Total Ban” 

The court below erred first by finding that “New York's handgun licensing 

scheme does not impose any blanket or near-total ban on gun ownership and 

possession.”  What does “near-total ban” mean if not a law that prevents the 

average, upstanding citizen from exercising their rights?  Short of becoming a 

police officer or an armed security guard, there is no legal way for Corbett to carry 

a gun in New York City. 

This is a total ban, and the Supreme Court has explained that total bans are 

not even analyzed using a tier of scrutiny; they are to be struck down without 
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further thought.  Wrenn v. District of Columbia, 864 F.3d 650, 665 (D.C. Cir. 

2017) (“It's appropriate to strike down such ‘total ban[s]’ without bothering to 

apply tiers of scrutiny because no such analysis could ever sanction obliterations of 

an enumerated constitutional right.” [citing District of Columbia v. Heller, 554 

U.S. 570. 629 (2008)]).  The state may be free to heavily regulate handgun 

possession, but it may not entirely prevent the ordinary citizen from so possessing. 

 

B. Corbett Was Improperly Denied Discovery on the Corruption Issue 

The court below erred second by finding that “Petitioner has not established 

that the denial of his application was the result of corruption or other impropriety.”  

Its error was not that the statement was inaccurate, but irrelevant: Corbett’s case in 

the original court properly pleaded a due process claim based on corruption, and 

his claim was dismissed on a motion to dismiss.  That is, the lower court 

prematurely and improperly decided the merits of Corbett’s case before Corbett 

had any opportunity for discovery.  The lower court did not indicate that it was 

treating Respondent’s motion as a motion for summary judgment, nor would it 

have ben appropriate to do so before discovery. 

Corbett’s pleading was not speculative or based on a conspiracy theory: the 

NYPD Licensing Division was literally raided by federal agents weeks after 

denying Corbett’s license.  Reports the New York Post: 

David Villanueva, an ex-supervisor in the NYPD’s License Division, said he 

and other cops — including officers Richard Ochetel and Robert Espinel and 

Lt. Paul Dean — were on the take for years from so-called gun expeditors. 

In exchange, the officers doled out pistol permits like candy — even to 

people who should not have had them, Villanueva said. 
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One expeditor, he said, may have had ties to organized crime. Another got 

help with 100 gun permits over the years — “none” of which should have 

been approved. 

Whitehouse, Kaja.  “Ex-cop: NYPD gun license division was a bribery 

machine.”  New York Post (April 17th, 2018).  https://nypost.com/2018/04/17/ex-

cop-nypd-gun-license-division-was-a-bribery-machine/ 

 

C. “Substantial Relationship” Was The Correct Question, and “No” Was The 

Correct Answer 

The court below erred for the third time when it decided, without 

explanation, that the challenged pistol permit application questions “are justified 

because they serve to promote the government's “substantial and legitimate 

interest.”  Once again, this is irrelevant: Corbett never challenged whether the 

government has an interest or whether that interest was substantial.  Rather, he 

challenged whether the relationship between the questions and the interest was 

substantial.   

Intermediate scrutiny requires a level of tailoring higher than that of a 

rational relationship.  Further, challenges under intermediate scrutiny require the 

government to bear the burden of proving that substantial relationship.  In this 

case, there was no such tailoring.  Corbett asked the City why these questions, e.g., 

had no time boundaries, or any other attempt to exclude irrelevant information.  

Despite failing to answer that question, the Appellate Division allowed the City to 

continue to withhold constitutional rights from those who do not answer invasive 

and unimportant questions. 

D. A FOIL Claim Is Not Moot Until All Documents Have Been Turned Over 
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The court below erred one last time when it held that Respondents’ 

production of responsive documents during the pendency of the lawsuit mooted 

Petitioner’s claim.  Respondent conceded that the documents they provided 

constituted only a partial grant of Corbett’s request.  Respondent’s Brief, p. 11 

(“During the pendency of this appeal, on January 26, 2018, NYPD’s Records 

Access Appeals Officer partially granted Corbett’s appeal and produced all non-

exempt documents responsive to his request.”).  This necessarily means that part of 

Corbett’s request was still denied, and Corbett’s challenge lives on – or at least 

should have lived on.  Despite Corbett pointing out to Appellate Division that there 

were still records outstanding, Appellate Division declared his challenge moot.  

Reply Brief, p. 7 (“Respondents concede that they have only ‘partially’ provided 

the public records that Petitioner has requested.”), Judgment of Lower Court 

(“Respondents’ production of responsive documents… mooted his challenge to the 

denial of his FOIL request…”). 

 

V. Reasons for Granting Leave to Appeal 

Factors favoring leave to appeal include novelty, public importance, and 

conflicting law.  22 N.Y.C.R.R § 500.22(b)(4).  These three factors weigh in favor 

of granting leave to appeal. 

 

A. The Continuing Evolution of Second Amendment Law Requires the Court to 

Weigh In on the Matter 

New York decisional law relating to gun licensing is littered with standards 

that, in the wake of Heller and McDonald v. City of Chicago, 561 U.S. 742 (2010), 
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are clearly no longer good law.  In Heller, it was finally settled that the Second 

Amendment “guarantee[s] the individual right to possess and carry weapons in 

case of confrontation.”  Heller at 592.  The Heller court defined “keeping” and 

“bearing” arms, the former talking about possession or ownership of a firearm, and 

the latter discussing the carrying of guns outside the home.  See also Moore v. 

Madigan, 702 F.3d 933, 937 (7th Cir. 2012) (“To confine the right to be armed to 

the home is to divorce the Second Amendment from the right of self-defense 

described in Heller and McDonald.”).  Both keeping and bearing are Second 

Amendment-protected.  McDonald held these rights to be applicable against the 

states. 

With this in mind, the Court should take this opportunity to clarify that the 

long-used adage that gun ownership is a “privilege, not a right” in this state is no 

longer good law.  The Appellate Division has continued to use it post-McDonald.  

Campbell v. Kelly, 85 A.D.3d 446 (1st Dept. 2011).  Despite being specifically 

invited to correct itself on the matter in this case, Appellate Division declined to do 

so. 

The status of keeping and bearing arms as an enumerated right also means 

that the denial of that right cannot be upheld merely because the government acts 

“rationally.”  Heller at fn. 27 (“If all that was required to overcome the right to 

keep and bear arms was a rational basis, the Second Amendment would be 

redundant with the separate constitutional prohibitions on irrational laws, and 

would have no effect.”).  The Court should therefore also take this opportunity to 

clarify that courts may no longer uphold a decision to deny gun rights, regardless 

of whether the decision is legislative or executive, that is merely “rational,” or “not 

arbitrary or capricious,” or “is related to an interest” (whether or not that interest in 
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“legitimate” or “substantial”).  The floor is intermediate scrutiny, and therefore at 

least a substantial relationship to an important government interest is required. 

In evaluating Corbett’s challenge to the application questions, the Appellate 

Division seems to have confused a “substantial interest” with a “substantial 

relationship” to that interest.  In evaluating Corbett’s challenge to the proper cause 

requirement, the Appellate Division properly alleges it found a “substantial 

relationship,” but fails to explain how it came to the conclusion that the scope of 

the challenged questions did not push beyond the boundaries of “substantial 

relationship” into the realm of “maybe this question might somehow be related to 

one’s fitness to possess a gun.”  The government certainly provided no explanation 

of the substantiality of the relationship, despite having the burden of proof on the 

matter under intermediate scrutiny.  As best Petitioner is aware, the propriety of 

these 3 questions is an issue of first impression. 

For these reasons, there is conflict within the decisional law of the courts of 

this state and the decisions of the U.S. Supreme Court, and this Court should 

modify or clarify this state’s laws to conform. 

 

B. The Background of Recent Corruption Adds Novelty and Public Importance 

to the Challenge 

So far, at the least the Second and Ninth Circuits seem to believe that 

“proper cause” may constitutionally be required by the state for full-carry gun 

licenses, while at least the Seventh and D.C. Circuits do not.  But, even if, 

arguendo, such a requirement is facially constitutional, it must be re-analyzed in 

New York because of persistent and pervasive corruption for the entire 100+ years 

that New York has licensed handguns. 
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Corbett’s gun license application was denied by the head of the NYPD’s 

Licensing Division, who was literally booted from his job a few weeks later 

because his subordinates were caught by federal agents for selling gun license 

approvals.  The scheme had been going on for several years, though in nearly 

every decade one can find news reports of the same.  The subordinates were 

arrested and at least one has pled guilty. 

Corbett alleged for the trial court, and detailed for Appellate Division, the 

corruption that could be uncovered from historical research and he should have 

been allowed to prove that the officers who reviewed his application could not 

have evaluated it fairly.  Petitioner’s Brief, pp. 8 – 12.  Instead, his case was tossed 

on a motion to dismiss by a judge who ignored the issue and his appeal denied by 

an Appellate Division who said he was unable to prove the corruption that the 

lower court did not allow him a chance to prove. 

There are few public interests more compelling than rooting out corruption 

from public offices.  This motion invites the highest court of the state to take a 

moment to look at a full century of corruption and perhaps put a stop to it.  In light 

of the fact that the leading cases on gun licensing in this state, including 

Kachalsky, did not raise the issue, the time is right for the Court to do so. 

 

C. The State’s Strong Public Policy in Favor of Open Records Requires the 

Court’s Input to Be Effected 

The legislature was not joking when it declared: 

“The legislature hereby finds that a free society is maintained when 

government is responsive and responsible to the public, and when the public 

is aware of governmental actions. The more open a government is with its 
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citizenry, the greater the understanding and participation of the public in 

government …  The people's right to know the process of governmental 

decision-making and to review the documents and statistics leading to 

determinations is basic to our society. Access to such information should not 

be thwarted by shrouding it with the cloak of secrecy or confidentiality. The 

legislature therefore declares that government is the public's business and 

that the public, individually and collectively and represented by a free press, 

should have access to the records of government in accordance with the 

provisions of this article. 

N.Y. Pub. Off. Law § 84. 

 In passing New York’s public records statute, the Freedom of Information 

Law at N.Y. Pub. Off. Law §§ 84 – 90, the legislature declared a strong public 

policy in favor of all government records being made available to the public. 

 In the instant case, the NYPD handed Corbett a fraction of the public records 

he requested – about two years late.  In no court have they submitted a sworn 

affidavit or other evidence by one with personal knowledge of the facts sufficient 

to support the proposition that the records sought by Corbett meet a statutory 

exemption to FOIL.  Instead, the lower court dismissed Corbett’s FOIL claim by 

taking a City attorney’s word for it, and the Appellate Division accepted another 

City attorney’s word that it had provided Corbett with some documents as 

sufficient to moot the case. 

 This is not the result that the state legislature intended.  The public policy of 

this state is clear, and this Court’s weight behind it is, apparently, necessary for 

that public policy to be vindicated. 
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VI. Conclusion 

For the foregoing reasons, the Court should exercise its discretion to correct 

the errors of the Appellate Division and clarify the current status of New York’s 

gun laws. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dated: New York, New York   Respectfully submitted, 

  April 30th, 2018              

_________________________ 

Jonathan Corbett 

           Petitioner-Plaintiff, Pro Se 

228 Park Ave. S. #86952 

           New York, NY 10003 

       E-mail:jon@professional-troublemaker.com 
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Decision of Appellate Division 

from Which Appeal is Sought 
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Judgment of Lower Court 
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Affidavit of Service 

 I, Jonathan Corbett, affirm that on April 30th, 2018, I did serve two copies of 

this motion upon all Respondents upon their counsel, Elina Druker, NYC 

Corporation Counsel, 100 Church St., New York, NY 10007, via USPS Priority 

Mail. 

  

 

 

 

 

Dated: New York, New York   Respectfully submitted, 

  April 30th, 2018              

_________________________ 

Jonathan Corbett 

           Petitioner-Plaintiff, Pro Se 

228 Park Ave. S. #86952 

           New York, NY 10003 

       E-mail:jon@professional-troublemaker.com 

Sworn to before me this 30th day 

of  April 2018. 

 

_____________________________ 

Notary Public 




